My Home Learning Journey Grid: Week beginning:1st February 2020

This weeks we will continue to complete activities based around the story ‘Man on the moon’ by Simon Bartram
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rt5zQ1UO6rE

Task 1-Postcard from Space

Today you are Bob! You are going to use your sheet
from last week in which you had to write what you
would see, hear, touch and smell on the moon. You will
use this to help you write a postcard to your Mum and
Dad explaining what you saw/heard on the moon.
On the moon I can see…..
On the moon I can hear…..
On the moon I can touch……..

Task 3-Poster

Watch the story back. Did you see the Aliens leaving
a mess for Bob to clean up? We must stop the Aliens
from leaving their rubbish. We must save the moon!
Bob needs your help! Can you make a poster to
encourage the Aliens to stop dropping their litter and
to keep the moon tidy?

Task 4- Astronaut Training

This week you are going to undertake Astronaut
Training. You will need to set up an obstacle
course and complete it in order for you to
receive your Astronaut ID card.

I have included the Astronaut Training
Checklist for you.

Remember to draw your picture!

Task 2- Astronaut labelling

Can you label Bob?
Remember to say the word, robot it using your robot
arms and write it. (use you sound mat to help you)
Challenge- Can you write a sentence about Bob’s
spacesuit?
For example ‘Bob has boots and a belt.’

ReadingPLEASE remember to read EVERYDAY on Bug
Club. Also please focus on your SOUNDS and
WORDS.

High Frequency Words

Can you sight read these words. Once confident
reading the words focus on writing the words.
• he
• we
• she
• me
• dad
• mum

Task 5-Daily Maths Sessions
This week I would like you to complete
Growing 6,7,8!
Watch the video and complete the
activity.

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/earlyyears/growing-6-7-8/

Education CityLog onto Education City and complete the tasks allocated to
you.

Keep in touch!
We miss you all in school.
Please share photos and videos of
you completing the tasks. X

Task 1-Postcard from Space
On the moon I can see…..
On the moon I can hear…..
On the moon I can touch……..

Remember to draw the picture for your postcard!

Top tips for writing words
Say it cat
Robot it (using robot arms) c-a-t
Write it

Tips for writing a sentence

Encourage your child to sound out each word and
use the sound mats so they can find the sound and
write it correctly. At the end of the sentence use
the writing checklist together.

Task 2- Facts about Bob’s Spacesuit

Space is a very challenging place to explore. There
is no air in space, so there is nothing to breathe.
It is very cold, or if the sun is shining onto you it
is burning hot.
To be in Space you need a suit that protects your
body from the heat and cold, and surrounds you
with air to breathe. Spacesuits are full of air, that
is why they look all puffed up.
A space suit it like a tiny spaceship for one. It has
air to breathe, water to drink and it even has a
built in toilet!

Spacesuits attach to a rocket powered backpack,
which allows the astronaut wearing it to fly around
in space!

Task 2- Can you label Bob?

Task 3-Poster
Make a poster using plain paper or anything you have to help Bob remind the Aliens to look after the moon! Here are some ideas about
how the Aliens can help.

Task 4-Astronaut Training- Can you set up the Astronaut course and complete the training?

1. Tunnel Crawl- Can you crawl through a tunnel as quick as you can?

(If you don’t have a pop up tunnel you could create a tunnel with chairs and a sheet or just crawl across the
room as quick as you can)

2. Gravity Lifts- Can you lift a giant moon rock three times?
(For this you could use a beach ball or a football)

3.Toe Touches- During Astronaut training the astronauts had to prove
they could touch their toes 4 times.
4.Line Hops- Can you stretch out a rope and hop side to side over the
rope?
(If you don’t have a rope you could hop from one side of the room to the other.)

5.Jumping Jacks-Astronauts have to be very good at jumping. Can you do
10 jumping jacks?

Certificate of Completion

Astronaut
Has successfully completed Astronaut training and is hereby
declared ready for outer space missions

Awarded by:
Mrs Saleh and Miss Hall
(Mission Control)

February 2021

